Strip Tracker Plots needing either internal approval OR update
Hit Efficiency

Comparison between the % of single bad strips in each layer, and the inefficiency in the same layer, for run 166010

( Run 166010 has FED87 in )
Hybrid temperatures from DCU data
Silicon Detector temperatures from DCU data
Struggling with Leak Rate

SS2 LEAK RATE EVOLUTION

Line 23: TIB
2.3.6
Line 25: TIB
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Line 30: TID 2.4
Line 44: TOB
1.3.1

Leaky valve (filter case) in the cooling plant

NOW: 0.5 kg/d

Line 30 OFF
Line 30 LOCKED

Note: Over the same period, SS1 was leaking constantly below 0.1 kg/d

Task force mandate